Detection of an unstable and/or a weak probe contact in a multichannel functional near-infrared spectroscopy measurement.
Multichannel functional near-infrared spectroscopy measurements involve the placement of many probes on a subject's head. A stable close contact between the probe and head surface is essential. We propose a way to detect two types of problematic probe contacts from the measurement data: an unstable contact whose light transmission easily fluctuates with body motion, and a weak contact whose light transmission is constantly small. An unstable contact causes large baseline fluctuation, whereas a weak contact causes large noise. Because absorbance changes caused by body motion and noise show different spectroscopic properties from the tissue hemoglobin absorption, they have a component orthogonal to the plane spanned by hemoglobin molar extinction coefficient vectors. We use this information to detect unstable and/or weak contacts. Probes are shared by different channels, and this sharing configuration is determined by the probe arrangement. Thus, the baseline fluctuation and noise of the channels are related to contact instability and weakness of the probe according to the probe arrangement. Unstable and/or weak probes are determined by solving an inverse problem of this relation. Problematic probes can be effectively determined using the proposed method.